Descriptive Summary
Title: David Dysart collection of Golden Shower Association records
Dates: circa 1984-1987
Collection Number: 1999-29
Creator/Collector:
Extent: .1 linear feet
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: The David Dysart papers consist of artwork and flyers related to the former gay water sports club, the Golden Showers Association (GSA). Included are galleys, two finished flyers, Dysart’s GSA membership card, and original drawings from flyers promoting their parties (pencil and/or ink on paper).
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.
Preferred Citation
David Dysart collection of Golden Shower Association records. GLBT Historical Society
Acquisition Information
Scope and Content of Collection
The David Dysart papers consist of artwork and flyers related to the former gay water sports club, the Golden Showers Association (GSA). Included are galleys, two finished flyers, Dysart’s GSA membership card, and original drawings from flyers promoting their parties (pencil and/or ink on paper).
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